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Ķirbižu manor house: architecture and
cultural history
Jānis Zilgalvis, Riga Technical University
Abstract. Ķirbiži manor house (Kürbis) is located in the Rural Territory of Vitrupe of the Municipality of
Limbaži, less than ten kilometers away from the sea. Together with the lost Bīsteri (Bisterwolde) estate, it is an
ancient von Aderkas family estate which belonged to it over 400 years. Despite the various changes, the manor
house and several outbuildings are still adorning the centre of the estate. There is also preserved the known as the
landlord’s new residential building and the park near the Vitrupe River. Unfortunately, there has been lost almost
all the household complex and from 52 ever existing estate buildings there are left less than ten of them. The time
tooth, people’s neglect and economic decline have well enough impoverished this corner of Vidzeme.
In 2006, there started revival of the remaining part of the estate. There was restored the cellar granery,
reconstructed and restored the manor house, removed the stable, landscaped the park. During these works and
before that, there was carried out the architectural – artistic and cultural – historical research.
Keywords: architectural heritage, estate’s architecture and cultural history, monument survey.

Manor house and its architecture
After the Great Northern War, the economic life
was gradually restored and only in 1730, in the
40‟ies there could have arisen an idea to build a new
manor house in the Ķirbiţi estate. Then, the landlord
Otto Magnus von Aderkas in 1740 was 64 years of
age and hardly in his old age he would have been
planning to start building of a new home. It would
be advisable to remember the bad financial situation
of the estate after death of Otto Magnus in 1753.
Therefore, there must be assumed that the builder of
the manor house would have been his son-a
leutenant of the Swdish army – Georg Dietrich von
Ardekas who inherited the property at the age of 33
years – in his prime years. It is, therefore, likely that
the wooden residential building was built after 1753.
In turn, K. von Aderkas writes that in the end of the
17th century, the old building of the Bīsteri estate
was located in the place of today‟s Melbārži house
on the bank of the Vitrupe River, about six
kilometers upstream from the present Ķirbiţi manor
house. After the fire, the estate owners moved to the
Ķirbiţi estate where in the first half of the 18th
century there was built a wooden residential house
which in the second half of the 19th century was
bricked with red bricks and plastered [1]. In turn,
the architect H. Pirang writes that near Pernigele
(Liepupe) there is located the Ķirbiži estate owned
by the family of von Aderkas for 400 years and the
manor house is built of wood and it is a copy of the
manor house of the Liepupe estate [2]. There is no
doubt that both buildings are similar if we assume
that the manor house of the Ķirbiţi estate is built
after 1753 and the completion year of the manor
house of the Liepupe estate – in 1751 is certain.
Therefore, one should partly agree to that written by
H. Pirang but only in relation to the external
appearance which we can see today. In Liepupe, m
in front of us there is a stone building , the author of

which is a bricklayer having arrived from the land of
Saxony to Riga – Johann Andreas Haberland (J. H.
Haberland), father of the famous architect of Riga –
Christofer Haberland. 250 years ago, the manor
house of the Ķirbiţi estate was not covered by
plastered bricks and, hence, its architectonial image
and the facade solution were different. Thus, about
similarities we can only speak within the spatial
solution of the volume. As concerns a specific
sample search, one should recall the manor house of
Ungurmuiţa (Qrellen) where in 1762 there was
discovered a rot and after that it was decided to build
a new stone building. As a model, the owner of the
estate
Helen
Julian
von
Kampenhausen
(H. J. von Campenhausen) had selected the manor
house of the Liepupe estate. In this context, a copy
of the front yard facade project of the Liepupe
manor house was made (1762) [3].
It should be noted that the new Bīsteri estate
location in Ķirbiţi was not so far unknown since in
the late 17th century-the early 18th century land
plans, there is indicated a manor house (Fig. 1)
with a mill at the Vitrupe River [4].
The time of building a manor house – 1750 is
witnessed by the news that in 1750 the
carpenter George Finck (G. Finck (1730–1808)) [5]
arrived at the estate. He has spent the longest time of
his life in this place since in 1761 in the Liepupe
church there was baptized his son Georg Friedrich
who also learned the carpenter's trade, worked in
Pärnu and in 1793 became a citizen of this town [6].
And in 1772, at Ķirbiţi there was born his
second son Otto Christian who also learned the
carpenter's trade, from 1803 worked in
Jaunjelgava, later at Blome estate (Kulsdorf)
in the parish of Vitrupe where he also died in 1821.
In 1782, G. Finck made a palpit altar for the Liepupe
Lutheran Church (1777–1784, J. K. Širmeisters) [5].
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Fig. 2. Manor house of Ķirbiţi estate
(photo 1920) [Source: The State Inspection for Heritage
Protection, Monument documentation centre]

Fig. 1. A plan of Ķirbiţi estate‟s land. The late 17th century, early
18th century [Source: Latvian State Historical Archives]

Elsewhere, without any references it is indicated that
this work was done together with the wood carver
Karl August Erlich [6].
About life of G. Finch at Ķirbiţi, there gives
proof the fact that his services were needed for a
long time and as you can see, just in 1750 when
possibly began his career as a carpenter in building
the new manor house.
So, the original manor house of Ķirbiţi estate was
a log house in the smooth corners of the house ona
boulder stone socle floor. It was well proportioned,
symmetric, covered with a mansard roof.
The horizontal beams were covered by a 3.5 cm thock
and 22 cm wide planking but from the inside they
originally could be simply painted. At the building's
front façade sides there were wings but in the center-a
mezzanine with a triangular pediment containing an
oval window. In the center of the other longitudinal
facade there was located a rizalite with a triangular
pediment. At the main entrance, there was built a
porch based on toscanic order columns.
These graceful columns on high podiums with the
facets decorated, existed even in March, 1952, as
shown in a photograph from the Ķirbiţi school
materials – Grade 7 girls organize a ousekeeping
afternoon for all the pupils. The photo is now kept in
the Limbaţi Museum. The original porch solution is
also seen for now in the oldest known photograph of
the manor house as known from 1920 [7]. The photo
might be taken after the foundation of the Monument
Board in 1923 but the building's roof is made of
shingles, in the main facade of the window openings
it is with six windowpanes without the top leveling. It
must be assumed that in 1920 it has been
rephotographed from an earliest photo (Fig. 2).
The columns with all the podiums in 1960‟ies
were changed to stone columns on simplified but
profiled podiums as shown in several 1960‟ies
photographs [7].
The podiums lost their own profiles over time
and in 2004 they had already been reduced to a
simple base on a little wider elevation (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Manor house of Ķirbiţi estate
before restauration (2006) [Source: photo by the author]

Over time, the symmetric manor house has also
historical layers. It is a two-storey outhouse in the
left end of the building. With the gabled ridged roof
covered volume part was also a log house and its
ridge height coincided with the mansard roof
breach eaves. This outhouse should be subject to the
first half of the 19th century. Later, mybe, in the
middle of the 19th century it would have been
supplemented by another outhouse that was covered
with a single sloping roof and architecturally it was
not particularly expressive. These supplements were
made in the kitchen end of the manor house and
associated with the economic functions.
Cellar
Constructing a cellar under all the building,
obviously, was not needed, so in the middle two
sections are filled up. In general, the cellar contains
ten larger or smaller rooms that are communicating
but in some places available from narrow corridors.
The cellar could be reached by two external
staircases. One was located on the river side at the
side of the rizalite, the other one – in the so called
household end by lifting a trapdoor in one of the
later outhouse rooms. Both parts of the cellar in
which the above mentioned entrances led were not
connected with each other.
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have the role of representation, it had two windows
and from it you could come in the later so–called
Eclectic Hall. In the first half of the 19th century or
in the middle, this room was divided into two parts,
thus, dividing the historic oven–in each room
half of it.
From the hallway or hall to the right there was
even a larger room with two windows which,
undoubtedly, had the meaning of representation.
From the Great Hall on both sides, the rooms were
arranged by the anfilade principle. On the right,
going through one room there was seen the
so–called chapel, presumably made in the second
half of the
19th century, on the left – the
Eclectic Hall. The second floor was probably built
party or inhabited only during the summer months.

Fig. 4 . The first floor layout of the manor house of Ķirbiţi estate
with probing and research results [Source: drawing by the author ]

The cellar rooms are covered with cylindrical
domes, they are built from boulder stones in mortar
and plastered. Thickness of the outer wall is
approximately 1.3 m, the internal walls – from 1.2 m
to 0.6 m. In the ceiling of several rooms, there are
walled in hooks, in the walls-rings. In some places
of the thick walls there are made niches, supposedly,
there were shelves. Comparing the cellar layout
with first floor layout, the walls are logically
arranged in both ends in which there are located
toward the backyard existing wings and in the
middle part where there is located the hall with
a staircase. But the cellar walls do not fully comply
with the first–floor layout which is located under the
Great Hall in the center. Has the further construction
idea changed after building of the cellar? It is also
not understood why a narrow, approximately 40 cm
wide aisle is created in the cellar under the floor.
It is interesting to note that the floor of some cellar
rooms was covered with dolomite plates approx.
40x40 cm.

Carpentry testimonies
In a series of rooms there was preserved a
19–35 cm wide plank floor, considered to be a
valuable testimony of carpentry of those times.
But two other rooms impressed with their floor
cover in the compositional and carpentry
performance. The Great Hall floor boards consisted
of an orrnament in the center of which there was a
circle, from all the perpendicular sides there were
worked in three floor boards. Besides, in this room
the floor boards were not grooved but pegged.
The room around the perimeter was surrounded by
two boards but the four central squares covered
boarding which was perpendicular to the two side
walls of the room.This floor board cover which
refers to the 18th century is not very common for
manor houses in Latvia and the houses of the rich
townsmen. Something similar can be found only in
Riga, in the Mentzendorff house.
In turn, the floor of the Eclectic Hall was covered
by an oak parquet created in an ornamental
design.The floor of the room around the perimeter
was surrounded by two boards, in its center there
were six squares through which the floor
was divided into twelve larger squares.
These boards were arranged in such a way that they
all were mutually perpendicular. It should be noted
that this unique parquet over time was covered and
its coverage was countless times recolored.
It was found only during probing.
A surprise occurred in dismantling of quite a
historic wooden floor covering in another room.
Under this cover there were ancient floor boards
with a decorative paint. The floor of the room
around the perimeter was painted dark brown in a
band which from the rest of the floor plane,
which was painted light brown, was separated by a
black line. In the manor house of Ķirbiţi, a series of
historically valuable door leaves has been survived,
one of them is in the main entrance (the inner eaves),
attributable to the first half of the 19th century
reflecting the classicism style.

Layout and the spatial structure
Layout of the manor house as a whole is
traditional – in the hall or hallway which housed the
stairs to the second floor symmetrically followed the
Great Hall from which as it was generally accepted
there was no way out to the park as in this side of the
building there was basically no park but there could
be a small garden. On both sides of the Great Hall in
the anfilade followed rooms one by one. Also, from
the hall or foyer the rooms on both sides were
organized into the anfilade. As for the wings, the
principle of the anfilade was not fully respected.
The household entrance was located in the
left end (Fig. 4).
The hall and hallway are fairly spacious rooms
(as opposed, for example, to Ungurmuiţa) and it
also has its own representation meaning.
The lightings in both sides of the main entrance and
the relatively comfortable, not pressed location of
the stairs in the room prove it. From the hallway to
the left, we can come in a large room which could
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survived up to our days. In the main façade, the two
windows on both sides of the main entrance in the
beginning of the 20th century, were transformed –
enlarged, creating rounded upper corners and panes
divided according to the style of those days. In the
decor there is used the so–called capital of Riga.
Fig. 5. Hinge of the internal door [Source: drawing by the author]

Ovens and elements of the heating system
During reconstruction and restoration of the
manor house, there were found two parts of a tile,
after which it may be concluded that in the first half
of the 18th century, there was located an oven in the
manor house, the tiles of which were decorated with
a painting in the cobalt technique complementing the
plastic decor (Fig. 6). In the center of the tile, there
was a shape imitating embossed, baroque panels.
The paintings were in the corners of the panel
(floral presentation), coloured was one of the panel
profilings but in the center there is likely to have been
a scene with some plot. It is not possible to tell what
was depicted on other oven tiles glazed black with
embossed ornaments and a storyline scene. This tile
stove should be attributed to a later time – the second
half of the 18th century.
The stoves having served their time and by the
indoor furniture changes seemed outdated, they were
replaced by new, according to the aesthetic and
comfort requirements of the time. One stove was from
the classicism period – its corners were emphasized
by a decorated projection in the form of a lizena but in
particular there was decorated the mantlepiece. At the
top of it there was a palmete motive but at the
bottom–alternatively chained rosettes and profiled
parallelepipeds. A number of ovens and separate tile
finds give evidence of the heating system changes in
the eclectic period. One of them is a white glazed tile
oven that has a simple profiled cap and a mantlepiece
similar to it with a pediment close formations in the
upper part.
There is no doubt that in the manor house there
were placed the well–known Riga company‟s
I.C. Zelm tile stoves as evidenced by the found tile
fragments with the brand‟s name. Probably, the same
firm had produced tiles for the oven in the
so–called Eclectic Hall. Tiles of this oven were glazed
dark brown with an embossed ornamentation.
The stove or the flue door are quite interesting details
in the 18th, 19th century estate houses. Such details
were also found in the manor house of Ķirbiţi.
In the centre of one door there is a chariot with horses.
In the background, this circle is crossed by arms
attributes–poleaxes and spears. In the door corners,
there were acanthus leave twining. The door probably
came from Russia as similar door was accidentally
found by the author of this article in 1978,
while visiting ruins of the just burnt manor house
of the Vecate estate. In the reverse side of the oven

Fig. 6. An oven tile from the manor house of Ķirbiţi estate.
The first half of the 18th century [Source: drawing by the author]

They are divided in two door panels from which
the top one is rectangular but the bottom close to a
square.
Both door panel surfaces are grooved but the top
door panels between the grooves are with a fold.
Between the two door panels there is an ornamental
spiral ornament that somewhat resembles the spiral
hook hinges of this door in the horizontal position.
The already mentioned hook hinges and bolt of the
door have survived to our days. The door that has
survived to our days which dates back to the 18th
century and shows that the door leaves over time have
been changed, has metal parts. Unique door leaves
from the 18th century have survived in one of the
upstairs rooms. They are wide, four rectangular panel
doors. Such panel division is rare and unusual.
The leaves are hinged up in magnificent spiral hook
hinges the surface of which is richly decorated.
The artistic design of these hinges is very similar to
the front door leaf hinges of the manor house but the
details vary slightly as an individual blacksmith's
work (Fig. 5).
The stairs to the attic floor were located in the
traditional place of all the 18th century manor
houses. For comparison, there can be named the
manor house of Ungurmuiţa, the manor house of
Tāšu estate, the manor houses of Liepupe and
Katvari where the staircase is located on the left side
of the hallway. The stair railings are believed to be
rebuilt in the second half of the 19th century but the
beginning of the stairs pillar and bishops are said to
be the original, from the mid –18th century.
Initially, in the 18th century, on the first floor of
the manor house there were six pane windows which
by this division but made later in some places have
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Fig. 7. A duty receipt. The mid–18th century
[Source: drawing by the author]

door, one could see the place of their manufacturing
in Russian – Ludinovo [7]. The storyline and decor
are almost identical.
Fig. 8. ceiling paintings in the central roomof the second floor.
The mid–18th century (2006) [Source: photo by the author]

Separate finds
During reconstruction of the manor house when
the structure was seen–above the cellar cover, in the
interfloor coverings, in the removal of covering of the
attic wall to place a new insulation, etc., there were
found several interesting and unique evidences.
About the agricultural product duties to the estate
in the 18th century tells an interesting find in the attic
of the manor house. They were five wooden rods of
different length the meaning of which at first even
very erudite specialists were unable to explain.
As it later turned out, they were the duty accounting
receipts, dated with the years 1737, 1767 and later
years. Their one end was made a little thinner to be
able to write the name of the estate and the year on it.
In one end of the rod, there was a hole with a string
loop threaded in it in order to hang this item on the
wall for the sake of the order. On the rod, the length
of which was different–an average of 65 cm surface
there were carved stripes with different slopes,
crosses, etc. And for a non–knower it was associated
with ornamentation. But each cut line, probably
meant either cereals or flax or one of the other
products. One such receipt was in the estate, the other
with the peasant or fisherman's homestead owner who
had paid his duties. Why wasn‟t it done in writing? It
should be borne in mind that one part of the people
did not know how to write and this kind of
documentation was simpler. It took some time and the
peculiar wooden receipts could be thrown away but
the man of those times no longer needed these things
but he didn‟t throw them out as simple as we are
doing it today. They were placed in the attic–who
knows, maybe, one day they will be useful–and
forgotten by the time when during survey of the
manor house they again saw the light of day, this
time as a unique things that tell the story of the life
of the estatefor nearly 250 years ago (Fig. 7).
An interesting testimony was also found on the
second floor of the manor house, in the central room
on the courtyard side. In order to glue wallpaper on
the logwalls, at first they had to be covered with
newspapers or other similar paper material.
At Ķirbiţi, instead of newspapers, there were used not

yet bounded together pages of the book of songs,
believed to be from the mid–19th century.
Then, the glued wallpaper – over the course of time in
several layers but in the end they were glued to slats
of wood and the walls were plastered. It was possible
to see all these layers in 2006 when the wall probing
was done. The cultural layer is not conceivable
without crockery fragments. Such ones were also
found in the manor house of Ķirbiţi and they
belonged to four different plates and one cup.
One of the plates was decorated with an ornamented
border, another could represent the Meisen porcelain
factory, judging by the cobalt blue ornaments, yet
another was decorated with blue–green drawing and
supplementd by an embossed decoration. In turn,
the cup as it can be judged by the four fragments was
decorated with storyline scenes with buildings and
cattle near the forest, in an unusually bright
greenish hue.
Interior
The most valuable discovery in the interior there
was in the room on the second floor when wile
removing the ceiling finish of a later time, there were
revealed fantastic mid–18th century ceiling paintings
which comparatively to other places were in a pretty
good condition. The ceiling plane of the room was
dividend in six parts by open cover beams. In the
middle of the ceiling, on both sides of the middle
symetric beam, there was highlighted a square
shaped, profiled cornice imitative a baroque square
where the decorative composition of the cross beam
was different. What was in this square which
exposing the ceiling was tinted in a red–brown shade
is not known. The ceiling beams were especially
richly painted. A geometric ornament was changed by
the achantus leaf twists, with rather naive spirals
trying to link all this in a single composition.
The boards placed between the berams were
pained with spiral shaped ornamentation which in the
ends were supplemented by twists of plant leaves
(Fig. 8). These ornamentations were not the same
everywhere, their painting solution was different.
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reconstruction works. On a grey background there
were depicted achantus leaf twists in a baroque
frame, grape leaves‟ twists and other motives.
Supposedly, the lobby wooden walls were
covered with marble but in some other first–floor
rooms, after removal of the plaster, there was
revealed a blue–grey shading. An interesting
discovery was the wallpaper of later periods, also the
Soviet time finishing in the central rooms of the
second floor. It was covered in several layers and in
some places well–preserved. In the wallpaper
shading dominated the reddish, brownish, greenish–
grey tones. The wallpaper is related to the 19th
century.
The Eclectic Hall is related to the second half of
the 19th century. The room ceiling was covered by
cassetted wooden ceiling based on consoles.
The walls of the room were rather high covered with
panels, the bottom of which was covered with
panels but at the top as vertically arranged staves in
a frame. A profiled cornice concluded the panel at
the top. In a single artistic composition there were
made the door portals and the door leaves. In the
portal there were used grooved bands, positive
brillant rusts but in the supraports – at the panel
bottom placed panel motives linking them with the
ceiling plane ornaments.
The restoration and reconstruction works of the
manor house have been finalized. All the cultural
and historical values as possible have been saved.
The environment has been arranged and
supplemented with new elements. Unfortunately,
there is gone the housing situation which we can see
in the land division plan of 1920‟ies (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Land division plan of the Ķirbiţi estate (1920‟ies)
[Source: Latvian State Historical Archives]

In order to fill the space that was formed
between the spiral paintings and the ceiling beams,
there arre used exotic bird depictions. It is the most
incredible place in the ceiling murals. These birds
are diverse and represented sitting on a twig or
mound. Here we see a naive depiction of a pheasant,
anyone else, it seems – a ravenous bird has taken in
his beak an earthworm.
There was also painted the first–floor room
ceiling (from the entrance to the lobby on the right).
Here the paintings on ceiling boards were different,
judging from some of the board fragments that were
uncovered in 2006 during restoration and
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Kopsavilkums. 2006. gadā sākās Ķirbiţu muiţas atlikušās vēsturiskās apbūves atdzimšana. Tika atjaunota
pagrabklēts, rekonstruēta un restaurēta kungu māja, demontēts stallis, labiekārtots parks. Šo darbu laikā un
pirms tam tika veikta arhitektoniski mākslinieciskā un kultūrvēsturiskā izpēte. Šī muiţa kopā ar zudušo
Bīsteru muiţu bija sens fon Aderkasu dzimtas īpašums, kas tai piederējis vairāk kā 400 gadus.
Jāpieņem, ka kungu mājas cēlājs būs bijis Zviedrijas armijas leitnants G. D. fon Aderkas un tā celta pēc
1753. gada. Savukārt K. fon Aderkass minējis, ka 18. gs. pirmajā pusē tika uzcelta koka dzīvojamā ēka,
kura 19. gs. otrajā pusē tika apšūta ar sarkanajiem ķieģeļiem un apmesta. Par kungu mājas celšanas
laiku – 1750. gadiem pārliecina arī ziņa, ka ap šo laiku muiţā ieradies galdnieks G. Finks, kurš šajā vietā
pavadījis ilgu laiku.
Sākotnējā kungu māja bija guļbūve gludajos pakšos uz laukakmeņu mūra cokolstāva. Tā bija labi
proporcionēta, simetriska, segta ar mansarda jumtu. Guļbaļķus sedza dēļu apšuvums. Ēkas parādes fasādes
malās bija izbūvēti spārni, bet centrā – mezonīns ar trīsstūra frontonu. Pie galvenās ieejas bija veidots
toskāniskā ordera kolonnu balstīts lievenis. Pagrabā atrodas desmit lielākas vai mazākas telpas, kas ir
caurstaigājamas, bet vietām pieejamas no šauriem koridoriem. Salīdzinot pagraba plānojumu ar pirmā stāva
plānojumu, sienas loģiski kārtojas abos galos, kuros atrodas pret pagalmu esošie spārni, kā arī vidusdaļā, kur
atrodas halle ar kāpnēm. Taču pagraba sienas pilnībā neatbilst pirmā stāva plānojumam, kas atrodas zem
lielās, centrā esošās zāles. Vai mainījusies tālākā būvniecības iecere pēc pagraba izbūvēšanas?
Kungu mājas plānojums kopumā ir tradicionāls – hallei jeb priekšnamam, kurā atradās kāpnes uz otro
stāvu simetriski sekoja Lielā zāle, kuras abās pusēs anfilādē virknējās telpas. Arī no halles telpas uz abām
pusēm bija kārtotas anfilādē. Spārnos anfilādes princips nebija pilnībā ievērots. Saimnieciskā ieeja atradās
kreisajā galā. Lielās zāles grīdas dēļi veidoja ornamentu, kura centrā atradās aplis, uz kuru no visām četrām
perpendikulārām pusēm bija iestrādāti trīs grīdas dēļi. Savukārt Eklektisma zāles grīdu sedza ornamentālā
rakstā veidots ozolkoka parkets. Kungu mājā saglabājušās arī vairākas vēsturiski vērtīgas durvju vērtnes,
kas attiecināmas 18. gs. un 19. gs. pirmajai pusei. Ēkas rekonstrukcijas un restaurācijas laikā tika atrasti
krāšņu podiņu fragmenti, pēc kuriem var spriest par apkures elementiem 18. gs. pirmajā un otrajā pusē,
kā arī eklektisma stila laikā. Darbu gaitā tika atrastas vairākas interesantas liecības. Par lauksaimniecības
produktu nodevām muiţai 18. gadsimtā stāsta piecas daţāda garuma koka nūjiņas – nodevu uzskaites kvītis,
datētas ar 1737., 1767. u. c. gadiem. Interesanta liecība atklājās arī kungu mājas otrajā stāvā, centrālajā telpā
pret pagalma pusi. Lai uz guļbaļķu sienām līmētu tapetes kā apakšējais ieklājums izmantotas vēl neiesietas
dziesmu grāmatu lapas, domājams, no 19. gs. vidus.
Visvērtīgākais atklājums interjerā bija otrā stāva telpā, kad noņemot vēlāka laika griestu apdari atklājās
fantastiski labi saglabājušies 18. gs. vidus griestu gleznojumi. Telpas griestu plakni sešās daļās sadalīja
atklātas pārseguma sijas. Griestu vidū, abās pusēs vidējai simetriskajai sijai bija iezīmēts kvadrātveida,
profilētu dzegu imitējošs barokāls laukums, kuru šķērsojošās sijas dekoratīvā kompozīcija bija citādāka.
Pārseguma sijas bija īpaši grezni apgleznotas. Ģeometrisks ornaments mijās ar akantu lapu vijumiem,
ar panaivām spirālēm to visu mēģinot saistīt vienotā kompozīcijā. Lai aizpildītu vietu, kas veidojās starp sijās
esošo spirālveida gleznojumiem un pārseguma sijām, izmantoti eksotisku putnu attēlojumi. Apgleznoti bija
arī pirmā stāva telpas griesti (no ieejas vestibila pa labi). Šeit gleznojumi uz griestu dēļiem bija citādāki.
19. gs. otrajai pusei attiecināma Eklektisma zāle. Telpas griestus sedza kasetēti koka griesti, kuru pasijas
sienu griestu ielocē balstīja konsoles. Telpas sienas visai augstu bija klātas ar paneļiem, no kuriem lejasdaļa
bija veidota kā pildiņi, bet augšdaļa kā vertikāli kārtoti dēlīši ierāmējumā. Paneli augšdaļā noslēdza profilēta
dzega. Vienotā mākslinieciskā kompozīcijā bija darināti arī durvju portāli un pašas durvju vērtnes.
Ir noslēgušies kungu mājas restaurācijas un rekonstrukcijas darbi. Visas kultūrvēsturiskās vērtības iespēju
robeţās ir saglabātas. Arī apkārtējā vide ir sakārtota un papildināta ar jauniem elementiem. Izpētes darbu
gaitā uzkrāta bagātīga kultūrvēsturiska informācija par savdabīgu 18., 19. gs. muiţu arhitektūras liecību,
kas saglabājama nākošajām paaudzēm.
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